Call for Action Helsinki +50 Process
Call for Action Initiative aims to mobilize members of parliaments of the OSCE
and vis-à-vis their governments to reiterate the importance of the role of the OSCE both
in the current international security framework and on the way towards the 50th Anniversary of the Helsinki Final Act (Helsinki +50 process).

OSCE Challenges

July

2020

After participating States could not reach consensus on
the reappointment of OSCE Heads of Institutions, it was
acknowledged that while some of the challenges the Organization is facing are due to the overall crisis of multilateralism and lack of political attention, others are of political nature and strictly peculiar to the OSCE.

ht ps:/ w w.oscepa.org/news-a media/pres -rel ases/2020/pa-leaders-me t-online-for-discus ions-on-as embly-activties-international-priorites-and-chalenges-facing-osce

OSCE PA Bureau Brainstorming

The OSCE PA held a Bureau meeting, and a brainstorming
https:/ www.oscepa.org/news-a-media/newswith
-from-copenhagen/2020/experts
4083-news-from-copenhagen-805/file to discuss the ways to offer its contrisession
bution to the OSCE.
September

2020

Conclusion #1:
the OSCE needs
more political
attention.

Conclusion #2:
PA can mobilize its
parliamentarians
to raise interest in
capitals.

https://www.oscepa.org/documents/osce-call-for-action
OSCE
Call for Action Document
OSCE Call for
Action

December

The Call for Action Document was presented on the margins of the OSCE Ministerial Council. Signed by 52 among
current and former OSCE leaders, the document points to
the need to strengthen the role of the OSCE in addressing
the contemporary challenges.

2020

Reaffirms
OSCE Principles

Addresses
what needs
to be done

Highlights
the PA role

OSCE

https:
//www.oscepa.org/news-a-mediaof
/press-releases/2021/parl
-roundtable-seeks-to-reaffi
rm-osce-s-common-purpose-ahead-of-50th-anni
versary
Launch
theiamentary-assembl
Cally-s-virtualfor
Action
Process

On 27 January, a first general meeting was held to launch
the Call for Action - Helsinki +50 Process. A preparatory
Non-Paper was circulated by the International Secretariat
ahead of the meeting.
January

2021

Non-Paper lays
out more in
detail the main
challenges the
OSCE is facing

Targeted meetings
and focused initiatives will address,
during the course of
the coming years,
each of the points in
the Non-Paper and
set in motion the
contribution
of
OSCE politicians

